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Legal Disclaimer

Everything in this whitepaper should be read with attention. If there is still any doubt after reading through
it, the reader should make their own informed judgment.This Whitepaper is a working document and is
subject to changes and errors. Numerous statements within this whitepaper, as with any project at the
concept phase, are forward looking. Due to this all of these statements are subject to change as work
progresses and there is no liability on the team for any of the statements. A lot of times statements are
future visions and future research, by its nature, is subject to change as developments or concepts are
refined through the course of time.

Statements can also change due to external factors beyond the control of the Menzy team.The MNZ token ,
and any other associated systems are only utility tokens and should not be treated as securities or shares
by any person wishing to hold the MNZ token. This litepaper or holding MNZ does not create a securities
investment contract or entitle to any security/shares offering. Any possession of MNZ shall not grant any
rights in any form to any user for including such as any rights of ownership, dividends, property or
intellectual property, decision making, or any other rights such as of financial or legal nature, in Menzy. 



MENZY Eco System

With Menzy’s Move2Earn you can earn
passively & actively by walking, running and
participating in other real world sports and
activities. This enables a whole new paradigm
for wallets where a wallet can keep
increasing total assets over time while still
being used for all other utilities. There are two
different features of the Menzy Ecosystem,
MenzyMove & MenzyStep

✓ MOVE TO EARN
✓ COMPETE TO EARN
✓ SEMANTIC SEGMENTATION
✓ POSE ESTIMATION
✓ GPS + STEP COUNT EARNINGS



MENZY MOVe

Is the AI Driven Computer Vision algorithm
which is designed to give $MNZ tokens on
pre-installed sport movements like
football, jumprope, boxing, yoga etc. This
Pose Estimation & Semantic Segmentation
learns itself & rewards holders in a
competitive & sole environment. 

MENZY Move

With MenzyMove you can showcase your
skills and earn income in the form of MNZ
Tokens by competing with other holders
in different real world physical sports,
games and activities.



AI Activity Detection sOLO TRAINING + eARNING



VSVSVS
Compete to Earn! With Your Friends & The World!

 



MENZY steP

Is the simplest form of MovetoEarn and
FitFi. However, with Menzy Step you do not
need to own expensive NFT's or even share
your earnings on a rental basis. All you
need to do is own 30k $MNZ Tokens as a
sign up fee and you're good to earn! 

MENZY sTEP

Download the Menzy app from the Play
Store or from App Store and buy $MNZ
tokens and store them in your wallet. The
Menzy app will automatically measure
your daily walking or running activity and
send crypto to your wallet. As simple as
walking your dog yet incredible! 



Swaps & Easy Transfers

Utility Token as a base to
power the complete eco-
system with use-cases such
as rewards, bonus programs
and merch sales from pre-
established brands like Nike &
Puma

$MNZ TOKEN
 Mobile  app based wealth

management solution.
Manage and analyze your
crypto portfolio under one
window while having a M2E
feature. 

MENZY APP 

More about Menzy

Rewards eligibility: - At least
4000 daily steps - At least
30.000 $MNZ tokens in wallet
Rewards are calculated on
the steps % quota among all
eligible holders (minimum of
2000 daily steps) A multiplier
is then applied depending on
how much tokens are held by
each user.

How to MenzyMove +
MenzyStep:

Step I: Download the Menzy
app from the Play Store or
from App Store.
Step II: Buy $MNZ tokens and
store them in your wallet
Step III: That's it - It's that
easy with Menzy!







Comparison

Step Count

Low Cost to use the app < $100

Metaverse VR Integrations

Token Utility (payments, swaps & Etc)

Software Wallet

Camera + GPS,
Pedometer

 

Menzy Stepn Walkwithstep

Activities Walking, Running,
Dancing, Gym - etc

Walking &
Running

Walking &
Running

Walking &
Running

Sensors Used

Compete to Earn

AI Pose Estimation

Activity Classification AI

Whole Body Movements

Virtual Training

Walking &
Running

Step.App Genopets

GPS & Pedometer GPS & Pedometer GPS & Pedometer GPS & Pedometer

50% Yes (In battles)

50% 50% In game

Running
Competition

In development



Humza Azeem - Co-Founder Ops & Business Development
Managing Director of a Successful KYC Facial Biometric Suite. Graduated in
Economics 

Abdul Ahad - Co-Founder Tech Lead
Certified Data Scientist, Expert in Computer Vision. Specializing in Solidity, Rust,
Javascript, Web 3, JS, Node Js, Python, R Studio & PowerBI. Graduated in
Mechatronics Engineering. 

Ammar Khurshid - Co-Founder Technology Officer
6+ years of Research experience from Cambridge University. Worked on Self-
Driving Cars,  microsimulation modelling and smart cities. programming mostly
in Python. Graduated in Engineering 

Zeeshan Haider Jillani - Co-Founder Product, Marketing & Communications
5+ years as an Architect with 3+ years into Ecommerce, Shopify, Amazon, Online
Marketing, Web3 wallets, NFTs, Metaverse and Move2Earn projects. Graduated in
Design and Project Management

team behind menzy ecosystem



Menzy's Advisors

Simon Templeton
Head of Bloktopia -Blokpad
Simon Templeton is the head of Bloktopia-
Blokpad. Bloktopia a metaverse project >800
mil MCAP at its peak.

Jason Tan
Business Developer at Coinstore
5+ Years as Community Relations Manager
currently Business Development Executive

Vincent Wu 
Director- Crypto.com 
Responsible for institutional cooperation in the
north america region for crypto.com

Jonathan Goldich - 
Growth Manager - Chainport 
 Growing the most secure bridge in the Crypto
ecosystem

Guy Oren 
CEO - POOLZ
Serial tech entrepreneur and founder of 3
startup companies. Passionate and Focus on
Blockchain Industry with extensive knowledge
of working in a hyper-growth environment.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jasontcc
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jasontcc


Menzy's PARTNERS

CoinStore

Crypto.com

BLOKTOPIA



www.menzy.io | support@menzy.io@MNZtoken @Menzy @Menzy

Scan me

We're focused to keep you and your
wallet fit & healthy! Thank you! 

http://menzy.io/
https://twitter.com/MNZtoken
https://t.me/+_KpGgR9bgUVhYTBk
https://medium.com/@Menzy

